96 prelude si

Usually, when a carmaker introduces a model with unusual styling, we assume that the styling
will grow on us, becoming attractive as the rest of the carmakers introduce models with similar
styling themes. Since we first laid eyes on the Prelude in the fall of , only two cars have dared
tread where Honda designers did when creating the current-generation Prelude. Needless to
say, we still haven't grown accustomed to, or very fond of, this Honda's looks, inside or out. The
Si gets a horsepower 2. We don't think it's worth it. A deeply slotted dashboard greets the front
passengers, running the length of the cowl and housing a combination of digital and analog
gauges. At either end is a speaker housing and chintzy-looking speaker grille. The design
provides an ample amount of interior room for the front passengers, but compared to Honda's
previously-brilliant interior layouts, this one is cheesy and ineffective. The frontal styling is
downright ugly, and the alloy wheels look as though they were heisted from a Saturn SL2. The
Prelude is a fun car, with reliability that is nearly matchless. However, we think Honda blew it
with this version. The Prelude was nicer to look at, more user-friendly, and less expensive. No
wonder they hold their value so well. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda Prelude Si. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Prelude
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the Prelude for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first
to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a
review See all 24 reviews. I made trip to test drive and fell in love, bought it right there on the
spot! I had to have a friend drive me back to pick it up on another day. I test drove 3 NEW
honda'a '05 accord, 04 civic ex, 04 civic lx and this car '96! Read less. This car has been a
custom heaven for me. The layout of the car is basic, so all of my stereo modifications have
been simple to install and design. I always loved the styling of the preludes, I don't care what
edmunds says. I bought mine with about 88, miles on it. Over , now with no problems at all. A
fast car with an insanely wicked stock growl. I'ts not a freakin Camaro for crying out loud. I
must say that I love this car, overall, more than those. At least for the money. How can you beat
that? I have always loved how the car looks too. It's just got an "evil" look when viewed from
the front. See all 24 reviews of the Used Honda Prelude Si. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the Prelude. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Good experience but truck was sold should update the online post more frequent because
you never know when someone is driving from far away like myself so I felt like I wasted my
time. Nice car. Havent talk to this car dealership. But im gonna wait until this covid 19 slow
down. Car is beautiful but little Spencer.. Is bad. He just tell me ok this the car end walk away..
Bought my Volvo there and it took maybe 10 minutes. Super painless and I appreciate the
included extended coverage on my power train. Thank you! They will try to sell you anything. I
wouldnt trust this car dealership. They have nice looking vehicle however if you thinking they
should have minor things fixed like brakes and rotors before riding off. I was told that they will
not fix such things at the price that they are selling the vehicle for. No safety in that type of
treatment. Verified buyer, had a great experience, fast and easy plus got a great deal on my
vehicle. The salesperson told me the car was completely gone over and in good mechanical
condition. He also said the only thing it needs is tires. The first thing I did was check the oil and
it was filthy. I took the SUV go a test drive.. I took car around block and brought it back. I would
not suggest buying a car from this dealer! Great experience here! Wilson was super helpful and
it was an extremely easy process purchasing this car. Very friendly and accommodating. I did
buy the vehicle but it was an overall good experience. Car was filthy. Dead battery. And the
Honda code of reliability. What more could you ask for? The Honda Prelude is a really decent,
sporty like car with a superb engine producing lots of horsepower. But, kind of a staid,
conservative look and noisy inside. Honda stopped making it in , so you can still find some
around in decent shape. But the S seems to have overtaken this car. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you

with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Used Honda Prelude for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi
75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Prelude listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private
Seller: Lauren. Spring, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Private Seller:
Mark. Private Seller: Salah. Herndon, VA Message Seller. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?
Honda dealers in Atlanta GA. Honda dealers in Chicago IL. Honda dealers in Dallas TX. Honda
dealers in Houston TX. Honda dealers in Los Angeles CA. Honda dealers in Miami FL. Honda
dealers in New York NY. Honda dealers in Philadelphia PA. Honda dealers in Washington DC.
It's no secret that the market for sport coupes has been shrinking. The combination of high
insurance costs and America's dizzying love affair with sport-utility vehicles has taken the
starch out of sporty car sales, and a number of manufacturers are re-examining their product
priorities relative to this once-healthy segment. Honda is one such manufacturer, and the Honda
Prelude is the car that's imperiled as a result. Originally introduced in , the Prelude has gone
through five evolutions, the most recentâ€”and dramaticâ€”coming along in for the model year.
The latest redesign transformed the Prelude from a pleasant, but rather tepid, compact that was
easily outperformed by Honda's smaller CRX-Si, to one of the stars of its class. The Prelude's
design was a radical departure from Honda's conservative styling philosophy when it made its
appearance in late '91, and it still stands out from the crowd today. The low nose, low roof, high
tail and wide stance give this car an exceptionally aggressive appearance. Unchanged for '96,
three versions are offered, with incremental jumps in performance for each. Although it's not
the fastest of the Preludes, some members of the racing fraternity think the Si offers the best
balance of the trio. The 2. All the Preludes have the advantage of Honda's double wishbone
suspension at all four cornersâ€”which is more sophisticated than the more common
MacPherson strut setupâ€”and all benefit from an exceptionally stiff unitbody, the fundamental
cornerstone of good handling. Honda markets the Preludes as packages, starting with the
well-equipped base car and building to the better equipped VTEC edition. The Si adds alloy
wheels, antilock brakes, air conditioning and power locks. Stepping up to the extra muscle of
the VTEC also gets you leather interior trim, map lights and a rear spoiler. A 5-speed manual
transmission is standard equipment on all models. Owing to its peaky power traits, the VTEC is
offered only with a close-ratio version of the manual transmission. The Prelude offers the snug
sense of intimacy that we usually associate with 2-seaters. Driver sightlines aren't quite so
typical of Honda designsâ€”the sizeable rear roof pillar creates a small blind spot in the rear
quarters, although the good-sized exterior mirrors keep this from being a problem. Excellent
also applies to the bucket seats. Upholstered in a high grade cloth, the seats in our test car had
a nice range of adjustability and very good lateral supportâ€”just what you'd expect of a car
with outstanding handling credentials. While the Prelude's interior is generally exemplary
among cars in this class, two elements have drawn consistent criticism since the most recent
redesign. The first is rear seat legroom, which is scant, even for a small sport coupe.
Accommodating adult-size people in the rear seat requires exceptional cooperation from the
folks up front, and even the rear seat passengers are likely to emerge with cramps and unhappy
faces. The second complaint is of a cosmetic nature. In an effort to make the front seat
passenger feel more involved in the driving, the Prelude design team scattered some of the
secondary instruments across the dashboard. The idea is commendable, but the execution
hasn't played well at all. Like every new car sold in this country for , the Prelude is equipped
with side impact protection and dual airbags. Honda places a premium on handling in all its
products, but few are as surgically precise as the Prelude, particularly the Prelude Si and VTEC.
Although our test car exhibited traces of understeerâ€”the tendency for the car to continue
straight when it's pushed too hard in a cornerâ€”it was easily controlled by a slight lift on the
throttle, bringing the nose of the car back on line. Understeer is common to all front-drive cars,
but the Prelude's suspension system minimizes it more than most, if not all. The power rack and
pinion steering complements the Prelude's gunfighter reflexes with a light touch, yet very good
communication to the driver concerning where the front wheels are pointing. Considering its
athletic nature, the Prelude's ride quality is remarkably supple, something that can't be said for
some sport coupes. The basic S model is the most civilized member of the tribe in this respect,
but there's nothing harsh about that behavior of the Si or VTEC, even on rough surfaces. While
spring rates aimed at ride comfort also yield some body roll in maximum cornering situations,

it's well controlled and difficult to perceive from inside the car. Something else that's hard to
perceive inside the car is noise. The VTEC engine emits a sophisticated snarl when it hits the
edge of its power zoneâ€”from rpm on upâ€”but Preludes are otherwise remarkably quiet as
sport coupes go. Wind noise is all but absent, even at high speeds, and there's enough
elasticity in the suspension bushings to keep road noise transmissionâ€”through the
suspension componentsâ€”at a minimum. Braking performance is the final key component in a
world class sport coupe, and the Prelude familyâ€”particularly the potent VTECâ€”is among the
best of its breed. All three models have disc brakes on all four wheels, a better bet for fade
resistance, and as noted the Si and VTEC include antilock as standard equipment. Because of
its higher top speed potential, the VTEC also has larger front rotors with bigger calipers and
pads. A sport coupe should deliver both style and performance, and the Prelude provides far
more than the minimum daily requirement of both. Although cars like this have to cover basic
automotive missions like comfortable commuting and errand-running, their primary function is
to get their owners' adrenal glands pumping. It's true that the Prelude has a tiny back seat, but
that's true to some degree of all cars in this class and we constantly marvel at folks who buy a
Prelude, Probe, Eclipse or the like and later start griping about the back seat space. The Prelude
is designed to provide mechanical sophistication and high-quality assembly in a stimulating
personal transportation package. And that's precisely what it does. True, it can't carry a little
league team or two weeks' worth of groceries, and high ground clearance and 4-wheel drive just
aren't part of its game. But no sport-utility vehicle on earth can deliver this kind of handling and
excitement. Come to think of it, neither can most other cars. You must be logged in to post a
comment Login. Reviews Previews Advice Awards. By Tony Swan November 10, Related
Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive. In-House Expert. Euro Headlights. Projector Headlights. Tail
Lights. LED Tail Lights. LED Headlights. Fog Lights. Third Brake Light. HID Conversion Kits.
LED Lights. Underbody Neon Kit. Light Bulbs. Roof Lights. Fender Light. License Plate Lights.
Side Mirror Signal Lights. Fender Flares. Towing Mirrors. Tonneau Cover. Side step bars Nerf
Bars. Front Bull Bar. Window Visor. Chrome Door Handles. Chrome Mirror Covers. Trunk Lid
Cover. Lights Cover. Side Mirrors. Rear Spoiler. Horn Kit. Roof Rack. Tow Hook. Rear Step
Bumper. Pillar Trim. Tow Trailer Hitch. Fuel Door. Car Cover. Tail Gate Protector. Truck Bed Side
Rail. Rear Bumper Guard. Tool Box. Rail Cap. Chase Rack. Mud Guard. Light Bar Bracket.
Window Louvers. Catback Exhaust. Catalytic Converter. Down Pipe. Test Pipe. Turbo Manifold.
Intake Manifold. Air Intake. Radiator Cooling Fan. Fuel Tank. Radiator Fan Shroud. Blow Off
Valve. Intercooler Kit. Boost Controller. Braided Steel Hose. Oil Catch Tank. Cam Gear. Fuel
Line. Fuel Pressure Regulator. Short Shifter. Radiator Hose. Fuel Power Torque Plate. Fuel Cell
Tank. Engine Mount. AC Condenser. Coolant Recovery Tank. Lift Kit. Lowering Springs. Strut
Bar. Harness Tie Bar. Sub-Frame Kit. Battery Tie Bar. Bump Steer Kit. Shock Spacer. Sway Bar
Drop Bracket. Adjustable Track Bar. Steering Wheel. Shift Knob. Rearview Mirrors. Seat Cover.
Air Freshener. Glow Gauge Kit. Racing Seat. Handle Bar. Window Crank Handle. Window
Regulator. Seat Bracket. Arm Rest. Cabin Filter. Racing Harness. Steering Wheel Hub. Steering
Wheel Quick Release. Window Switch. Wheel Spacers. Lug Nuts. Wheel Bearing. Honda Prelude
Drain Plug Washer. Honda Prelude Drain Plug. Honda Prelude Wiper Blade. Honda Prelude Air
Filter. Honda Prelude Headlight. Honda Prelude Fuse. Honda Prelude Catalytic Converter.
Honda Prelude Fuel Tank. Honda Prelude Wheel Stud. Honda Prelude Lug Nuts. Honda Prelude
Shift Cable. Honda Prelude Control Arm. Honda Prelude Coil Spring Insulator. Honda Prelude
Brake Pad Set. Honda Prelude Power Steering Hose. Honda Prelude Valve Stem Seal. Honda
Prelude Torque Converter. Honda Prelude Oil Filter. Honda Prelude Water Pump. Honda Prelude
Camshaft Seal. Honda Prelude Oxygen Sensor. Honda Prelude Timing Belt. Honda Prelude
Emblem. Honda Prelude Power Window Switch. Honda Prelude Bumper. Honda Prelude
Sunroof. Honda Prelude Seat Cover. Honda Prelude Cup Holder. Honda Prelude Car Mirror.
Honda Prelude Grille. Honda Prelude Door Lock Actuator. Honda Prelude Window Regulator.
Honda Prelude Cabin Air Filter. Honda Prelude Hood Latch. Honda Prelude Radiator Support.
Honda Prelude Windshield. Honda Prelude Door Lock Cylinder. Honda Prelude Hood. Honda
Prelude Fog Light. Honda Prelude Mud Flaps. Honda Prelude Spoiler. Honda Prelude Ashtray.
Shop for Honda Prelude Parts. Though its lifespan only sprawled for five generations, Honda
Prelude had been on Car and Driver magazine's annual Ten Best List for ten times. It even
started Honda's tradition of musically related nomenclature. When the fourth generation Honda
Prelude got introduced in Japan on September 19, , it was also available worldwide for the
model year. And it was powered by a 2. These engines were mated to either a 4-speed automatic
or a 5-speed manual transmission. On November 7, , the fifth generation Honda Prelude
debuted. Base and Type SH were only available trims. Powertrain was retained from previous
generation. Unfortunately, as time passes by, it could not get away from the shared fate with
many other vehicles that it would wear and tear. For a Honda Prelude owner, I believe you have

every reason to know about how to diagnose and solve common problems on it: First, engine
failure. Engine would eventually fail if your Honda Prelude's life is to come to an end. What you
should be alert is the premature engine failure. Generally speaking, this problem in Honda
Prelude would manifest as burning oil smell, losing oil through the exhaust, knocking sound
from the engine, retarded ignition timing and engine performance reduced. Complete loss of
power while acceleration and poor fuel economy are often the symptoms. Once Check Engine
Light in Prelude comes on, you had better check if the Prelude oil pump, Prelude crankshaft
pulley, valve cover gasket, timing cover, oil filter and Prelude timing belt are in right order.
Second, suspension and transmission go wrong. Many Honda Prelude drivers complained the
driving trip was not that pleasant due to excessive vibration and poor handling. They told they
could hear a clunking sound every time they went from drive to reverse and the front tires and
brakes were always severely damaged so that the vehicle could bottom out. If your Honda
Prelude is suffering from these, you really should inspect the Prelude radius arm bushing, coil
spring insulator and control arm bushing. The Prelude shift cable in transmission system also
should be payed enough attention to. After talking about so much big and important auto parts
in Honda Prelude, you can move on to some more little but same important parts for your
driving trip. Window regulator provides a big convenience for lowering and raising windows as
long as pressing the power window button rather than cranking up manually like old days.
However, it would wear and tear and start to need more presses to roll the window up or down
or make clicking sound, you should maintain it regularly in case your power window won't stay
up or is crooked one day. Same goes to wiper blade, seat belt and fog lights. OEM Honda
Prelude auto parts could be the best choice for your vehicle in precise fitment and optimum
performance. And Hondapartsnow. Favored by manufacturer's warranty, hassle-free return
policy and quickest delivery service, you could have the best shopping experience ever at here!
Select Year for Honda Prelude Parts. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer
Service. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. The
market is the region where the car was sold or is still being sold. Found a bug? Have a question
about Honda Prelude wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire
size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or
rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles mat
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1997 chevy camaro
ching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this
tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New!
Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website!
Page navigation by markets: Heads up! Honda Prelude 2. It is measured in millimeters. Some
factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by
keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is
positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally
fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Honda
Prelude for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote.
Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add
your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.

